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Waterville, Maine

Men’s Soccer wins NESCAC Champion ship

Courtesy of Colby College
After advancing past #1 seeded Tufts, eighth seed Colby Men’s soccer went on to win against both Amherst and Wiilliams, taking the NESCAC Championships and becoming the only team in NESCAC history to advance from eighth
seed to victory. Men’s soccer will play the Montclair State University Red Hawks at 5:00 p.m. this Saturday in Montclair, New Jersey. Catch the game through the Colby Athletics Website!

Halloween costume civil discourse
Article on p. 2

Discussion and response following the SGA email and civil discourse on Halloween costumes at Colby.

150 Colby votes challenged in early voting
By Louisa Goldman
News Editor

Four days before the
midterm election, approximately 150 student
absentee ballots submitted to the City Clerk of
Waterville were challenged on the basis of
incorrect registration.
In question was the
validity of students’
listed residential address, which, solely
for on-campus residents, contained their
four-digit PO box code.
Although students were
repor tedly
instructed by of f icials to list
this code, according to
the Maine State voting
guide, such a measure
is strictly prohibited.
“For the moment,
ever y [C olby student]
that is voting [on election day] will be funneled into a dif ferent
line to change their
address,” Carolyn Jones
’19, organizer of C olby early vote day and
member of the C olby
Democrats, disclosed
in an email for warded
to the Echo, “and after
the election Patti [Dubois; the City Clerk]
will work on changing
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the addresses of ever y
other student registered at a PO B ox.”
According to Jones,
all contested ballots
submitted on early vote
day will be placed aside
as provisional and will
be included in Waterville’s grand totals unless their results contradict that of the general
election. In that case,
Patti DuB ois, the City
Clerk of Water ville in
charge of elections,
will collect the correct
address from students
affected in preparation
for a recount. As of
now, it is unclear if a
recall will be necessar y.
The effort to challenge the ballots was
led by Maine State
HD110 Candidate and
Oakland resident Mark
Andre, whose district
contains Colby’s campus on Mayflower Hill
but excludes the downtown dorms. His aim
in this endeavor was
not necessarily to highlight the PO box issue,
but rather to make sure
Colby students voted in
the correct district.
As of the time of publication, it appears that
Andre has lost the posi-

tion, receving only 33%
of votes at 50% reporting.
“We were concerned

“For the moment, every
[Colby student] that is
voting [on
election day]
will be funneled into a
different line
to change
their adress.”
Carolyn Jones
Organizer of Colby early
vote day

students/residents
would not be aware, unless asked, that moving
to the new dorm or an
apartment could result
in receipt of an incorrect ballot for the Ward
and District they reside
in,” Andre explained in
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a recent email to the
Echo, reiterating that he
comes into this process
as a “candidate [rather than resident] whose
obligation is to ensure
Election Laws are properly followed to arrive at
a fair election outcome.”
Andre started this effor t to mitigate student
“d i s e n f r a n c h i s e m e n t ”
approximately a month
ago on Oct. 9. C olby
had addressed the issue
by the time he reached
the City Clerk’s of f ice
Friday morning. Multiple emails conf irm that
students living in the
downtown dorm at 150
Main Street received
information regarding
registration and their
residenc y in district
109 during C olby early
vote day.
Andre
nevertheless
urged
students–especially those living on
Mayflower Hill–to separate themselves from
the “residential” population and to consider
them when voting in
the upcoming election.
Andre’s
opponent
Colleen Madigan, the
incumbent Democrat,
and current representative elect, did not ap-
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pear worried by the ballot issue and reaffirmed
her stance on student

“We encourage students
to understand
this process
and take the
steps necessary to ensure
that they are
registered
properly in
Maine, should
they choose
to vote here.”
Inge-Lise Ameer
Dean of Students
voting as supportive.
“ The Supreme C our t
has r uled that students
are allowed to vote,
and anything otherwise is an issue of voter
suppression,” Madigan
said in an inter view
with the Echo, “I would
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encourage students to
get out there and vote.”
Colby Dean of Students Inge-Lise Ameer
released a statement
regarding the administration’s stance on the
issue. Ultimately, they
expect student turnout
to remain unchanged,
despite the PO box issue, much like Madigan.
“ The City Clerk [Dubois] has made public
statements that she will
work with students to
ensure that their voter
registration meets the
state standard and that
all previous votes cast
that have been contested
can be easily modified
to ensure that they will
be counted right away,”
Ameer said in an email
to the Echo, “We encourage students to understand this process and
take the steps necessary
to ensure they are registered properly in Maine,
should they choose to
vote here.”
Indeed, on election
day, a separate line designated for Colby students brimmed with
eager voters. These constituents were instructed
how to register under the
correct address.
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Students respond to SGA Halloween email
By Sonia Lachter
News Reporter

On Friday, Oct. 26,
the Colby student body
received an email from
SGA President Taylor
Haberstock entitled “Information on Halloween.” The topic of the
email was cultural sensitivity in relation to Halloween costumes.
“In preparation for
Halloween, we hope
that ever ybody remains
thoughtful and respectful in the ways that
they decide to celebrate
and dress in costume,”
Haberstock wrote in
the email. “As such, we
want to provide advice
on how to make sure
that the enjoyment of
your night does not interfere with somebody
else’s experience of
their night or at Colby
as a whole.”
Following this introduction
was
a
four-membered list of
“general
guidelines”
regarding dress, all of
which began with the
phrase “try to avoid.”
Students reacted to
this email in various
manners, many finding
fault with its wording.
In a recent inter view
with the Echo, SGA
Multicultural
Affairs
Chair Diego Hernandez
’19, explained that he
was largely responsible
for the email. “[As Hal-

loween
approached],
SGA could do something and put something out and make sure
that people are aware of
these things and hopefully that [would] help
curtail these problems
before they start.”
Hernandez explained
that part of the rationale behind the email’s
word choice came from
the situation that, “I
didn’t really want to use
overly strong language
because I didn’t want to
promise something that
SGA couldn’t deliver,
especially because we’re
not involved in the disciplinary or response to
these issues.”
Student Carter Wynne ’20 took to the Civil
Discourse section of ColbyNow to voice her concerns with the wording of
the email on Oct. 29. She
discussed as much in a
recent email to the Echo.
“My initial reaction
when I read the email
from SGA was frustration. I was pleased that
SGA sent out something
to Colby students regarding cultural appropriation and hate symbols in
the midst of Halloween
festivities, but I wanted
the language used in the
email to match the severity and significance of
the problem the email
was addressing. After
reading the email, I
wondered if SGA had

even considered using
stronger and more accountable language, so
I emailed SGA with my
concerns and requested
that they send out another email clearly articulating that cultural
appropriation and hate
symbols are not tolerated in our community.
I felt as though it was
my responsibility as a
member of the community to interrogate Colby’s methods of upholding the values that it
supposedly stands for.
I want to clarif y that
when I say ‘Colby,’ I am
referring to Colby’s administration, Colby as
an institution, and the
entities that maintain
power and inf luence
under the umbrella of
Colby such as SGA.
When I approached
SGA with my concerns,
I was questioning SGA’s
intentions and motivations as an entity, rather than the individuals
who comprise SGA. I
think there has been a
lot of misunderstanding from the Colby
community about who
exactly my petition and
civil discourse post
were targeting.”
“SGA responded to
my email and made it
clear that they had no
intention of fulfilling
my request that they
send out another email
to the student body.

SGA offered to meet
with me and discuss my
grievances in person.
Since SGA had requested to meet with just
me in person and gave
no clarification about
how the meeting would
be arranged and who

“This stuff is
very important and heavy,
and therefore
shouldn’t
be an area
we... choose
to use soft
statements or
suggestions.”
Amya Bhalla ‘19

would be attending it,
I felt that I needed to
gather support from
other Colby students
who agreed with me,
so I could clearly argue my points to SGA.
I created the petition
and the civil discourse
post to generate discourse amongst the

student body and convey to SGA why this
issue needs to be taken
seriously and that other Colby students stand
behind me.”
Student Amya Bhalla ’19 commented on
Wynne’s Civil Discourse
post in support of her
points, agreeing with
her concern about SGA’s
choice of language and
emphasizing the significance of this issue.
“This stuff is very important and heavy, and
therefore shouldn’t be
an area we...choose to
use soft statements or
suggestions,” Bhalla said
in her comment, “Words
matter— they indicate
our attitudes towards
an issue. And if this is
a serious issue, then our
language should match
that. I think that SGA
should be more responsive and accommodating of Carter’s suggestion for the use of more
accountable language.”
In an interview with
the Echo, Bhalla discussed the many acts of
cultural appropriation,
specifically with regards
to Halloween costumes,
she has observed over the
course of her four years
at Colby. The events of
this semester alone left
an exceptionally lasting
mark on her. Specifically, Bhalla touched on
a recent event reported
on Saturday of this past

weekend, when students
attended an off-campus party where they
“dressed up as [African
American artist] Akon
and wrote ‘Africa’ on
their bodies, and wore
prison outfits,” Bhalla
said, “As they were doing
this a number of people
were telling them that
this is offensive, and they
argued with them and refused to reconsider.”
It was for these reasons that Bhalla was
especially supportive of
the petition launched
by Wynne on Oct. 29.
Accessible via the electronic
Care2Petition
platform, the petition
has received approximately 74 signatures
and 10 comments as of
publication.
The Echo will continue
to report on this incident
as more information becomes available.
“I was glad to see someone was taking initiative and speaking up for
what many others were
only thinking,” Bhalla said of the petition.
“Discourse is imperative
on campus...I commented because I wanted to
show support—not only
to Carter as a person
who I admire for taking
a stance, but also to what
they were talking about. I
chose to comment on the
post because I think civil discourse doesn’t get
enough attention…”

President of Middlebury College delivers Compagna-Sennett Lecture in Religious Studies
By Caitlin Rogers
Co-Editor in Chief

Students and faculty
members gathered in Diamond on Monday for
Laurie L. Patton’s delivery
of the 2018 annual Compagna-Sennett Lecture in
Religious Studies, titled
“Women, Sanskrit, and the
Public Sphere”.
Patton, the current
president of Middlebury
College and president of
the American Academy
of Religion, focused the
lecture on the work she
has done with female
scholars of Sanskrit in
India. Patton collected
“15 years’ worth of field
notes and 90 life histories
of women who have taken
up the study and teaching of Sanskrit in urban
India,” according to an
informational statement
about the event, which
went on to discuss the
“creative possibilities as
well as challenges of being playwrights, poets,
reciters, and radio announcers working in the

medium of Sanskrit in
21st century India.”
Sandeep Kaur ’20, who
attended the lecture, said
“[Patton] is a very well
spoken and intelligent
person.”
In addition, during the
question and answer section, students posited
queries which received
intriguing and insightful
responses from Patton.
“I have a dream before
that I die is I want to find
old ink carbon dated to
15th 16th century, find
blank manuscript; and
want to write in beautiful
pure sanskrit on palm leaf
pages a sanskrit treatise on
same sex relationships between women; transgender
relationships, divorce–everything that feminists and
allies should care about,”
Patton said in response to
a student, “I want to write
beautiful Sanskrit slokas
on these issues, and have
someone then discover
them as a great history of
Hindu ideas. That’s the
only way it’s really going to
change and shape.”

Weekend
Event
Calendar

Security
Incident
Report
Log

Date:
11/8/18
11/8/18
11/8/18
11/8/18
11/8/18
11/9/18
11/9/18
11/10/18
11/10/18
11/10/18
11/10/18
11/11/18

Lutie Brown | Colby College
Laurie L. Patton, President of Middlebury College, spoke in Ostove Monday Nov. 7 about “Women, Sanskit, and the Public Sphere, Patton delivered this
lecture for the 2018 annual Compagna-Sennett Lecture in Religious Studies.

Nikky Singh, Crawford
Family Professor of Religion and Chair of the
Department of Religious
Studies,
acknowledged
Patton as one of the leading scholars in her area
in an email to the Echo
on Monday. “Her astute

Time:
4:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
4:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
11:00 a.m.
10:30 p.m.
11:00 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
10:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.

Date:
11/03/18
11/03/18
11/03/18
11/04/18

Time:
1:00 a.m.
5:39 p.m.
11:27 p.m.
1:11 a.m.

scholarship, knowledge
of Indian languages, and
poetic creativity provide her with the global vision, empathy, and
leadership skills that are
desperately needed in our
dangerously divided and
polarized world,” Singh

wrote to the Echo.
Singh went on to state
that she hoped students in
attendance could not only
learn about Patton’s work,
but also think about their
own roles in the world.
“By learning about their
challenges and possibili-

Location:
Lovejoy 215
Diamond 122
Miller 008
Ostrove
108A Community Forum
108A Community Forum
Pulver Pavilion
Bowdoin Seaverns Field
Lorimer Chapel
Mary Low Basement
Pulver Pavillion
Page Commons

Description:
Philosophy Colloquium Fall 2018
Nancy Sanchez Lecture
The access war? World War II in German and Japanese History
An evening with Mo Asumang
Acapella Sampler
Mid-Maine Global Forum Talk with Professor Laura Seay
Fall Ball
Football Game – Colby vs Bowdoin
Diwali Celebration
Celebrate the “Boy who Lived”
Mentalist: David and Antonia Show
Music at Colby – Sandeep Das & The HUM Ensemble

Location:
Averill Hall
Dana Hall
Marriner Hal
Sturtevant Hall

ties, I want my students to
get a better sense of their
own global responsibility; I want my students to
think about the complex
challenges as well as the
creative possibilities that
lie ahead of them in the
21st century.”

Comments:
Alcohol Violation
Drug Violation
Vandalism
Alcohol Violation
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Ticks take a toll on moose population in Maine
By Isabel Adler
Staff Writer

The moose that have long
been a symbol of Maine
are facing a serious threat:
ticks. Peter J. Pekins, a Professor of Natural Resources
and the Environment at the
University of New Hampshire, has been monitoring
tick populations on moose
since 2014. A New York
Times article reported that
in that time, the maximum
amount of ticks Pekins has
found on a calf has been
around 100,000. Of the 179
moose calves Pekins has
tracked, the average number of ticks a calf was host
to was 47,371.
The increase in tick population can be traced back
to the impacts of climate
change, as Pekins pointed
out in an interview with the
New York Times, “shortening winter plays to the advantage of the tick.” As New
England autumns and winters have begin to become
more moderate, ticks have
been able to spend longer
amounts of time than usual

looking for a host, allowing for calves to become
covered in clusters of thousands of ticks. The rapid
growth of the winter tick
population is not only due
to warmer temperatures.
There have also been more
moose to feed on. Since
the 1990s, moose populations have been increasing
in New England after being
nearly eradicated by human
impact—in an interview
with the New York Times,
Pekins divulged that “Maine
and New Hampshire had
less than 50 moose in the
1970s.”
Part of Lee Kanter’s job,
a New Hampshire native
who now serves as Maine’s
official moose biologist, is
to recover deceased moose
within the first 24 hours of
their death to do a complete
field necropsies, he told the
Sun Journal in an interview.
Through these analyses, biologists throughout
New England have found
that winter ticks have been
killing moose calves at an
alarming rate. Though both
adult moose and calves

are impacted by the ticks,
calves are the most likely to

The rapid
growth of
the winter
tick population is not
only due to
warmer temperatures, but
also because
there are
more moose
to feed on.
perish due to their smaller
size. The recent boom in the

population of winter ticks,
due in large part to climate
change, has left thousands
of ticks looking for hosts
to feed on. Some unlucky
calves become so covered
in ticks that they are unable
to survive, as the amount
of ticks feeding on them
drains their blood at rates
more rapid than their ability to replenish its supply.
Most calves found killed
by ticks are heavily anemic
and incredibly thin. It’s not
that the calves aren’t eating enough, but rather that
they simply cannot access
enough nutrition to remedy
this amount of blood loss.
In order to tag and monitor moose, technicians
first search for the animals
from a helicopter, then
shoot them with a net in
order to trap them. Once
on the ground technicians
blindfold the moose, collar it, take blood and fecal samples, and do a tick
count before releasing the
moose. Then, when the
moose eventually dies, the
technicians are alerted via
text and locate the moose to

gather samples.
In an interview with the
Sun Journal, Kanter stated
that Maine has collared
more than 380 moose to
better understand population dynamics and monitor their health. Since the
beginning of the study,
Kanter has found that April
has always been the month
with the most moose
deaths. Over the past few
years, researchers have
found that around 70% of
the moose calves they’ve
tagged throughout New
England have died due to
ticks.
Some have suggested
that an increase in moose
hunting would control
the tick population. Fewer moose would mean
fewer hosts for winter
ticks to feed on, resulting in their population
decreasing. Though increasing the volume of
moose hunting permits
has been discussed, in
actuality the opposite has
occurred, as fewer hunting permits have been
awarded in recent years

due to the decreasing
moose population.
Shawn Sage, the president of the Buxton-Hollis
Rod and Gun Club, expressed concern in an interview with the Portland
Press Herald over the decrease in permits as the
“moose population puts
a lot of money into the
state”, referencing revenue generated from hunts
of the beloved Maine
state animal. Sage hopes
that biologists can soon
figure out a method for
combating winter ticks
similar to the chemical
treatments given to domesticated animals, but
as of right now there are
no chemical treatments
being implemented.
Biologists
such
as
Kanter are hoping that
as winter ticks continue
to kill moose calves and
consequently have less
hosts to feed on, their
populations will also decrease, eventually reaching a new point of equilibrium and no longer
posing a threat to calfs.

The Maine Beer Trail:
Lake St. George Brewing
By Ethan Schuler

Features and Local Editor
As the long trek along
the Maine B eer Trail
continues (and the outdoor breweries become
increasingly
inhospitable), my most recent
stop was the Lake St.
George Brewing Company, located about 40
minutes east of Colby.
Though the brewery
was extremely close to
Lake St. George, it was
not directly on the lake,
which was the only slightly disappointing part of
my visit. On the brighter
side, however, nearly everything else about the
brewery was delightful,
particularly the beers,
friendly people, and large
outdoor fire pit.
The brewer y has small
indoor and outdoor areas, both of which offered
ample
seating
space. The indoor space,
though it was a Friday
afternoon, was completely empty. Though
there was no food other
than a few snacks, the
brewer y offered seven

types of beer (six regulars and one special),
and allowed customers to choose four beers
for a flight (a taste test
of a variety of beers).
The special that day,
the Pinnacle, was a relatively dark IPA offering
a slightly harsh but flavorful taste. The second
beer sampled, the Kerplunk! Blueberr y Sour,
was an excellent blend
of sweetness and tartness, offering relatively
high alcohol content
(5.3%) and a good balance without being too
sweet. The third beer,
the Diver English Pale
Ale, was a classic English-style beer that was
delicious and easy to
drink. Finally, the Davistown Brown Ale was
“malted and sweet with
roasted coffee and chocolate notes”.
The outdoor seating
area offered a beautiful
backdrop of forest and
rapidly-falling
leaves.
There were several picnic
tables and a large fire pit
in which a friendly staff
member had built a fire.

Though the strong, quickly-shifting winds caused
strong smoke to hit my
face and eyes, this only
added to the classic Maine
fall atmosphere of the
outdoor area. And while
the lake was not directly
in front of the brewery,
it was visible in the distance behind some forest,
adding even more to the
beautiful backdrop. My
fellow beer drinkers sitting outside offered good
conversation while we all
enjoyed an interesting variety of craft beers.
After a lovely trip to
Lake St. George Brewing Company, customers
can be delighted to find
that although there are
no meals at the brewery, just down the street
is Lori’s Cafe, a classic
American diner offering
excellent breakfast food
essential for post-brewery meals. Though this
is certainly a personal
bias, craft breweries and
breakfast food at classic
diners are among the two
best experiences a person can have.
Lori’s offered not only

great breakfast and lunch
staples, but incredible
pastries to order to go after the meal.
To cap off the diner and
brewing experiences, the
drive back to Colby (with
a designated driver, of
course) as the sun set on
the falling fall leaves was
beautiful as usual.
Like many breweries
in Maine, the Lake St.
George Brewing Company is in a rural area.
This allows not only a
feeling of connection
with nature, but beautiful drives to and from
the brewer y itself. Overall, this brewer y is a
lovely spot well worth
visiting.
Next on the list are the
Cushnoc Brewing Company in Augusta and the
Marshall Wharf Brewing Company in Belfast,
both of which are extremely popular. Though
there is no way to make
it through ever y brewer y
on the Maine Beer Trail
before graduating Colby
in May, Lake St. George
Brewer y is already at the
top of my list to revisit.

Peter Brown | The Colby Echo
Lake St. George Brewing Company is worth the 40 minute drive from Colby.

Waterville’s Cinema Scene at Railroad Square
By Heather Jahrling
Local Reporter

Located at 17 Railroad Square in Waterville,
Maine, Railroad Square
Cinema is a nonprofit independent movie theater
named one of “The Best
Five Cinemas in New England” according to Yankee
Magazine.
Additionally,
Movie Maker described this
local cinema as “an oasis of
programming perfection in
Northern New England.”
Opened in 1978, Railroad Square Cinema has
long been showing movies that “you can’t see
anywhere else” according
to Executive Director of
the Maine Film Center,
Mike Perreault. With three
screens, multiple features
a week, and an art exhibi-

tion in the lobby, Railroad
Square Cinema is an iconic Waterville landmark.
The Maine Film Center,
an organization partnered
with Railroad Square Cinema, hosts the Maine International Film Festival and
the Maine Student Film
and Video Conference. The
International Film Festival,
founded in 1998, brings
some of the best up and
coming filmmakers right
to Waterville, Maine during July. The festival lasts
for 10 days and features
close to 100 films which
include American independent and international
cinema as well as “the most
innovative filmmakers in
New England.”
Furthermore, the Maine
Student Film and Video
Conference allows students

to learn how to fly drones,
document sound, and
more. Their films also have
the chance to be featured
at the Maine Student Film
and Video Festival in July.
With the booming cinema scene Water ville has
to offer, Cinema Studies
Professor Steve Wurtzler is captivated by the
area. The Echo sat down
with Professor Wurtzler
to get his perspective
on both Railroad Square
Cinema, Flagship Cinema, and his connection
to film in general.
When asked about his
passion for film, Wurtzler stated that his interest began when he was
an undergraduate in his
first film students class.
He stated, “I saw films I
would not have otherwise

Peter Brown | The Colby Echo
Railroad Square offers unique films that are not offered at bigger theaters like Flagship or Eveningstar.

seen, learned to appreciate film as an art form,
and then started making
films. That’s where the
passion began.”
Wurtzler
commented
on how the films Railroad
screens are “generally not
available at the multiplex
theaters owned by regional chains like Flagship or
the Regal in Augusta.” Besides describing the seats
as “really uncomfortable,”
Wurtzler commented on
how the Railroad Square
Cinema will collaborate
with a Colby program or
a community group “to
screen a film that otherwise wouldn’t be available
in Central Maine.” Since
Wurtzler is in the Cinema
Studies program, he has
directly contributed with
Railroad Square Cinema
to bring films to town.
While Wurtzler enjoys
attending the Railroad
Cinema when they feature
a film that piques his interest, he also enjoys visiting the Flagship or the
Eveningstar Cinema, and
the Frontier Cinema in
Brunswick. When asked
about how he views the
Railroad Cinema versus
these multiplex theaters,
Wurtzler stated, “I use
Railroad and Flagship for
different experiences. If I
want to a see a film that
benefits from a really large
image and loud, immersive sound – like an action
picture – I’ll go to Flagship. If I want to bring a
particular film to campus
and also want to include
the broader community in
Central Maine, I’ll work
with Railroad on that.”
While Wurtzler, like
many students on Colby’s
campus, watches many

films online, he thinks
that “the experience of
watching a film on a very
large screen with a group

Opening
in 1978,
Railroad
Square
Cinema
has been
showing
movies
that “you
can’t see
anywhere
else.”
Mike Perreault
Executive Director of
Maine Film Center

of people in a cinema offers a different type of
pleasure than streaming,
even if you’re streaming

a film with a group of
friends. For me, the experience of a comedy or
a thriller or horror film
is always different with
a large audience. I often
hear from Colby Cinema Studies alumni that
a particular film we saw
at the Waterville Opera
House remains one of
their favorite memories
of their time here.”
While films at both
the Railroad Square Cinema and Flagship Cinema
are $9.50 for an evening
showing as opposed to
many free streaming options, “the overall experience makes it worth the
extra bucks” stated avid
movie goer Elizabeth Airan ’21.
In addition to taking advantage of Colby’s
downtown
resources,
there are also many
classes on campus for
students interested in
film. During JanPlan
the course “Fundamentals of Screenwriting”
teaches students how to
write scripts and proper
screenplay formatting.
Students at the end of
the course will complete
a three-act feature film
as well.
In addition to this
class, the Cinema Studies
Program at Colby offers
a multitude of classes
each semester. Therefore, while it is easy to
resort to Netflix, utilizing Railroad Square and
other downtown cinemas, attending festivals,
and perhaps even taking
a cinema class at Colby
can offer students here a
whole different perspective on film.
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The ups and downs of writing a thesis
By Emily Price

Features Reporter
College can sometimes
seem like a never-ending
stream of papers, projects,
and homework. The work
never ends—something is
almost always due. And for
seniors, that pile of work
can get a little bit larger if
they choose to pursue a senior thesis. With the academic year in full swing,
the Echo investigated the
ups and downs of writing
a senior thesis with current
seniors, graduated Colby
students, and professors.
According to current senior Jane Franks, “I decided
to write both of my theses,
one for my English major

and the other for my Spanish major, because I had
ideas for both of them that
I was passionate about and
wanted to develop further.
I’m taking fewer classes
than I normally do which
is kind of weird, but other
than that it hasn’t really
impacted my life at Colby.
Getting to work closely
with two of my professors
has been awesome, and
their instruction is invaluable.”
Franks continued, “I’m
mainly excited to see how
they end up because I’m
still researching for both
of them and things keep
changing. I think the hardest thing is dividing the
projects into chapters or

|The Colby Echo|
Graduated senior Caroline Wilson presenting her thesis project last year.

sections. There is so much I
want to include and so many
dialogues I want to develop
between different texts that
sorting them is proving to
be difficult.” Franks added
that managing her time
has been unexpectedly
easy;
the
fact that she
is interested
in what she
is studying
makes it less
of a struggle.
K a i y a
Adam ’19, an
Economics
and Global
Studies double
major,
also
gave
input
as a student
conducting
research in a
different academic discipline. Adam
described her
experience
working on
her Economics
thesis:
“Since both
of my majors
have
been
somewhat research based,
I thought that
it was a natural
culmination to
my academic
experience at
Colby. I was
excited by
the opportunity to explore a topic
I was interested in from start to finish.
I was also encouraged to
pursue a thesis by a number
of my professors. Working
on my thesis has meant that
I have more unstructured
time and it has made me a
more independent learner.
I am hoping to gain valu-

able research, data analysis
and writing skills.”
Caroline Wilson ’18 offered her opinion on what
it’s like post-thesis as a recent
graduate: “Anyone who knew
me knew I
was
working on a thes is — k now n
as ‘the flies’ by
most of my
friends. The
process began in March
of my junior
year, when I
consulted a
professor I had
been working
for at Colby
about the possibility of applying for the
honors biology program.
Starting the
process junior
year through a
tentative project proposal
with research
objectives
was exciting.”
Wilson stated
that beginning
the process as
early as Junior
year allowed
her sufficient
preparation
and thought
before beginning a tough
Jane Franks but very excitsenior year
Colby ‘19 ing
full of thesis
research.
Wilson
added, “My
honors thesis with the Department
of Biolog y had a major
impact on my senior
year, because I not only
learned how to balance
long-term project work
with regular coursework, but it also taught
me how to be a better

“What I’ve
found to be
easier than
I expected
is managing
my time; I
like what I’m
reading and
writing about
so I have
no problem
finding the
time to do
the work.”

scientist and how to
According to Allbritton,
present my work to larg- writing a thesis requires
er audiences. My posi- the ability to work indetive experience working pendently. Historically, it
on a thesis at Colby does seems that Colby students
not mean it was by any have pretty good sense of
means easy. It was tons whether or not they will be
of Saturdays in the lab, able to follow through on
many late nights alone in thesis projects.
Olin, and several thouAllbritton explained,
sand fruit flies dedicated “There aren’t a lot of stuto science, but overall, it dents that start them, and
was a research opportu- then stop. Most students
nity I am thrilled I went can tell by the time the
through and hopefully proposal rolls around
you’ll
be
whether
able to find
they
will
our
work
continue
in a scienwriting.
tific jourOnly a few
nal soon!”
students
Associhave
ever
ate Professor
stopped enof
Spanish
tirely past
Dean Allbritthe
proton offered
posal stage,
a professor’s
but it is
perspective
completeas an overly
underseer of theses.
standable
Allbritton
because it
explained his
can be overpoint of view,
whelming.”
“I
always
From
a
tell students
p r o f e s s o r ’s
that writing
perspecDean Allbritton
a thesis is
what is
Associate Professor of tive,
unlike anythe benefit
thing they’ve
Spanish of having
done before.
students
I
encourwrite a theage them to
sis? Allbritthink about what are they ton explained that from
interested in about the sub- his point of view, “ There
ject and what they want to is no professional benexplore. If a student is cre- efit for helping a student
ative, independent, and has with his or her thesis,
good ideas, they will write a unless they are writgood thesis.”
ing about something in
Allbritton also shed line with your research;
light on why a student however, that is ver y
might want to forgo writ- rare. I think professors
ing a thesis: “If the stu- offer up their time bedent is not a strong writer, cause that is the type of
I would deter them from professor Colby seeks to
writing a thesis. If writing hire. We pride ourselves
is something you struggle in close student/profeswith already, you’re not sor relationships, and a
going to like it. Also if you thesis elevates this level
struggle with deadlines.”
of interaction.”

“If a student
is creative,
independent,
and has good
ideas, they
will write a
good thesis.”

The big move: first years talk
about their first winter in Maine
By Alessandra Amano
Staff Writer

Colby enrolls students
from all over the United
States and the world. According to the Colby College Instagram, the Class
of 2022 is made up of
students from 67 different countries and 47 different states. With this
diversity of hometowns
comes an assortment
of different places with
various different environments and weather.
October has come and
gone, and Water ville has
already seen snow on
two or three occasions.
There’s also been a noticeable drop in temperature in the two months
since classes have begun.
As the weather begins to
shift, hats, gloves, and
heavy-duty jackets are a
necessity. For those who
have not encountered
the extreme winters of
Maine, or the East Coast
in general, handling the
cold and preparing for
the winter ahead can be
more difficult.
First year Collins Kibet, who is from the
highlands of Kenya in
eastern Africa, is “skeptical but excited” for his
first winter in Maine.
Kenya stays reasonably
moderate
throughout
the year, and Kibet explains that the temperature in Kenya now ranges
from about 55 degrees to
77 degrees Fahrenheit,
which is much warmer
than Maine’s weather. As
Kibet did his research
when looking at colleges, he knew of the volatile weather and extreme
cold during the winter
months in Maine, and
came prepared. “I got
a couple of nice winter
jackets, boots, and warm
clothes. I was advised to
get these by experienced
people of Maine. Staying warm is key.” When
asked if he considered
weather during the college process, Kibet stated it was not a part of his
decision to come to Colby, and went on to say :

“Initially, I wasn’t familiar with the climatic
conditions in northern
United States but later
on in my application
process I learned about
the cold and freaky
weather in Maine. My
friends who’ve been here
told me that I’ll adapt
after some time.”
First year Pilar Fuentes
’22, who is from Texas,
said: “I am scared for my
first winter in Maine,”
chalking this up to hearing that some experience
seasonal depression. But
Fuentes has not let this
get her down, stating: “so
far I love it here. I’ve been
adjusting to the weather.”
Texas does not experience drastic shifts
in seasons, and is pretty consistent when it
comes to weather and

temperature.

Fuentes

“I got a couple
of nice winter
jackets, boots,
and warm
clothes. I was
advised to get
these by experienced people of
Maine. Staying
warm is key.”
Collins Kibet
Colby ‘22

said the weather in Texas now ranges from “low
80s to high 70s,” which
is quite a change of pace
from the high 30s to low
40s Colby experiences.
As for how Fuentes is
preparing for the winter,
she said “I have a good
jacket. I went to the
Freeport trip that Colby
provides for international and out of state
students. It was helpful.”
In terms of clothing, it
sounds like Fuentes is
fully prepared for her
first east coast winter.
First year JT Munz
made the trip across the
United States to attend
Colby from California. Though from San
Francisco, known for
its colder temperatures
compared to other parts
of California, Munz still

usually experiences tem-

“I mostly just
wanted to spend
time in a completely different part of the
country.”
JT Munz
Colby ‘22

peratures only around

55-65 degrees Fahrenheit around this time. As
for the severe temperature change from California to Maine, Munz
said; “I’m excited for
winter but I’m not sure
how I’m going to handle
the cold ever y day for
the next few months.”
When
asked
what
drove Munz to attend a
college on the opposite
side of the countr y, he
said the weather was not
a deciding factor ; rather, “I mostly just wanted
to spend time in a completely different part of
the countr y.”
There is no doubt that
no matter where one is
from, Maine’s extremely
cold and lengthy winters
are unique, and can be
an interesting experience for ever yone.

|The Colby Echo|
Colby transforms into a freezing winter wonderland for many months of the school year, which can be scary and exciting for students traveling from warmer climates.
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BlacKkKlansman in Given Auditorium:
Reflecting on America’s History
By Sarah Warner
A&E Reporter

On Friday Nov. 2, the
Pugh Center held a screening
of the film BlacKkKlansman
for students and faculty.
The event began with a
tour through an exhibit in
the Colby Museum of Art at
4:30 p.m. At 5:30 p.m., pizza
was served and the film began, followed by a discussion
panel and questions.
The exhibit, titled “1968:
‘Sensitive Humanity’ and
Black Radicalism,” was created in commemoration of the
1968 civil rights resistance
movements. Co-curated by
Associate Professor of Anthropology
and
African-American Studies Chandra Bhimull, it features
photographs taken of the
Black Panther movement by
photographers Ruth Marion-Baruch and Pirkle Jones.
Students were encouraged
to walk around the exhibit,
read about the intellectual
foundations of the Black
Panther movement and discuss the topics presented
with one another. The interactiveness of the exhibit was
furthered by its introduction,
displayed in large font on the
wall. Rather than simply describing the works featured,
it asked viewers questions:
“What do you want? What
do you believe?”
“I decided to come [to the
exhibit] because...It feels very
relevant to today and these
issues are still something we
have to work through and be
aware of,” attendee Adrienne
Kaplowitz ’21 said.
Alex Heisler ’21 echoed
these sentiments, saying she

came to remind herself that
there are real issues outside
of this campus.“I find often a
lot of cognitive dissonance
with living on a campus that’s
kind of a bubble and it makes
me feel very within my own
head, so I like coming to
things like these that make it
feel like the outside world is
concrete and real.”
“I do kind of wish more
people from campus came,
though,” Kaplowitz added. “I

“In our moment
of reflection, we
realize that the
history we learn as
children is often
not the history
of resistance. It’s
not the history of
revolution. The
history we learn
is one of cyclic
injustice; it’s one
colored with a
lense of peace so
false as to render
us ignorant..”
Lexie Mucci
Director of Pugh Center
expected more to come. This
stuff is important.”
Prior to the screening of
BlacKkKlansman. Director
of the Pugh Center Lexie
Mucci gave an introduction
to the movie, touching on
how the racism and anti-Semitism portrayed in the
film connect to modern day
America—particularly
in

light of the recent shooting
at the Tree of Life synagogue
in Pittsburgh.
“In our moment of reflection, we realize that the history we learn as children is
often not the history of resistance,” Mucci said, addressing the audience. “It’s
not the history of revolution. The history we learn is
one of cyclic injustice; it’s
one colored with a lense of
peace so false as to render
us ignorant. Ignorant of the
path our world has taken,
where in less than one-hundred years we as humans
have stumbled aimlessly
from a great world war
against oppression, to a climate where an armed man
could carry with him that
same hate that fueled an
evil empire.”
Mucci’s remarks provided
a perfect lens through which
to watch the film. BlacKkKlansman, directed by Spike
Lee and Jordan Peele, was released in 2018. It follows the
story of an African American
man, Ron Stallworth, who
decides to become a police
officer in Colorado Springs
during the early 1970s. After
becoming an officer, he goes
undercover and infiltrates a
chapter of the Ku Klux Klan,
hoping to undermine their
organization and prevent
their violent acts of bigotry.
Jordan Peele, as one of the
producers of the film, imbued
it with his typical humor, making the audience laugh
throughout the movie; however, just as with Peele’s first film,
Get Out, BlacKkKlansman has
many somber moments, reflecting on the racial prejudice
and violence that plagued

Sarah Warner | The Colby Echo
A screening of the film BlacKkKlansman was held in Given Auditorium on Friday, Nov. 2.

America in the 1970s.
An important element of
the film was the parallels it
drew between the racism and
anti-Semitism of the time in
which BlacKkKlansman is set
and the ongoing bigotry in
the United States today. At
the end of the film, footage
from the 2017 “Unite the
Right” rally in Charlottesville
is shown, revealing the terrifying similarities between
the actions of the right-wing
protestors and that of the Ku
Klux Klan in the movie—
something that made the
film powerful for many people in the audience.
“I really enjoyed the movie,” attendee Anjalee Rutah
’21 said. “I thought it was
funny and also relevant,
which I think made it more
powerful than any other

Sarah Warnar | The Colby Echo
The event began with a tour of the exhibit “1968: ‘Sensitive Humanity’ and Black Radicalism,” in the Colby College Museum of Art.

movie about the topic. The
way it compares what happened [in the Civil Rights
Movement] with what’s happening now was very powerful. I think you could almost
skip the whole movie and
watch the last five minutes
and still see the correlation
between what was happening back then and what’s
happening in our country
today, in Charlottesville and
in other places.”
After the movie ended,
there was a panel to discuss
the film and its impact as
well as to answer questions
from the audience. The
panel featured Assistant
Dean of Conduct and Accountability Joseph Atkins,
Class Dean for Juniors and
Seniors Chanda Long, Rabbi Rachel Isaacs, and John
D. and Catherine T.
MacArthur Professor of
Sociology
and
African-American
Studies
Cheryl Gilkes.
The panel members
discussed a variety of
topics, from navigating
white supremacy and its
impact on our society to
their personal experiences with racism and
anti-Semitism. The panel members also fielded
questions from the audience, including questions on the evolution of
the Ku Klux Klan, the
Israel-Palestine conflict
and the intersectionality
of the Black Lives Matter movement.
Perhaps the most resounding point that many panelists

made was the need for people to take responsibility for,
and action against, acts of
hatred and bigotry taking
place in America today.
Mucci perhaps best expressed the point of the event
in their introductory speech,
speaking of students’ person-

“[The exhibit] feels
very relevant to
today and these
issues are still
something we have
to work through
and be aware of. ”
Adrienne Kaplowitz ‘21

al responsibility to question
themselves and what they
will fight for.
“50 years have passed
[since the setting of
BlacKkKlansman],
but
the questions they answered are now more
relevant than ever, to
ever y one of us. As white
supremacists march in
the streets of American
cities, as intolerance
reaches a fevered pitch
and decisions fall hard
upon our shoulders this
month, I ask you to reflect on those same
questions once more,
and to decide if, maybe,
your answers might be
different this time. What
do you want? What do
you believe?”

Colby Spoon Plans a Comeback T a l e o f S e l f
By Zachary Bergman
A&E Editor

Colby’s
chapter
of
Spoon University is planning to return stronger
than ever after a slow start
to the year.
Spoon University was
founded by two students
at Northwestern University in 2013 as a print
magazine featuring food
tips, recipes, and other
articles written by and
for college students. It
has since evolved into an
online publication and
has expanded well beyond Northwestern, with
hundreds of colleges now
having their own Spoon
University “chapter”.
Colby’s chapter was
founded in Jan. 2016 by
Madeleine Cohen ’17 and
now has about 25 members. After Cohen graduated, Kayleigh Bounds
’20 and Walker Foehl ’19
took over the club. The
club has been less active
to start the year than it
was in the past.
“I will admit, we’ve had
a shaky start, Spoon and

I; I like making things
flexible for members,
and our online platform
for writing...is so chockfull of information and
helpful tutorials that
writers, photographers,
videographers, marketers, and other members
are able to contribute
fully independently if
they want. This freedom
is awesome, but I’m definitely looking to publish
more content, especially
personally but also as a
group,” Bounds said in
an email to the Echo.
Spoon Colby is also less
structured than it has been
in the past, giving its writers the freedom to write
about what they are interested in and to make their
commitment to the club as
big or small as they want
it to be.
“People
just
write
whatever they want...
We’ve definitely been
more lax with it than
last year just because ever yone’s super busy, but
it’s just a space for people who enjoy, like, good
food, or taking pictures,
or just writing opinion

pieces that can be more
creative, to kind of do
that,” Foehl said.
In addition to publishing articles, Spoon Colby
also hosts events for making fun and healthy foods.
“Last year [we] organized an event in Colby’s
test kitchen for Spoon
members and anyone
interested in joining,”
Bounds said. “We made
a simple recipe, and honestly I think everyone
had a blast doing it. It
was a great way to get
together and just talk
about food and school,
which is what Spoon’s all
about.” Bounds said she
is looking into to plan
more events like this in
the future.
“We’ve had events
making these bliss granola
balls
together,
which have been really
fun, just bringing the
club together more...
We’re hoping to do more
events in the coming
months, maybe centered
around little brunch
things,” Foehl said.
The club also aims to
become more involved

with Waterville throughout the year.
“I think it’ll be interesting with Waterville getting
more restaurants and businesses to maybe be working with them, definitely if
they need photos of their
stuff, and more people will
know about where to eat
or whatever, because I feel
like Colby students provide a lot of revenue for
them,” Foehl explained.
“Hopefully the changing
nature of Waterville will
bring the club back, because I think we just kind
of need more places to go,
because it’s tough to write
about the same places.”
Despite the recent level of activity, Bounds
and Foehl are excited about the future of
Spoon Colby.
“Basically I’ve just
wanted to get a group
of people together who
contribute
creatively however they want
and meet in person occasionally to hang out
and eat,” Bounds said.
Anyone who is into that
should feel free to reach
out to me.”

Part II
Memory - don’t make me cry. Silly child – I’ll never hide, I
am what keeps you alive. Giving in, Girl retreats – to a time so
painful it rhymes with deceit.
No ice. Yes, sir. He watches, her Father, as Waiter
gets lost, avoiding That Woman, at all cost. Eyes lock, he offers
bread, she stares, shakes head – No bullsh*t, just business –
Isn’t that, why I’m here?
Deep breath, you’ve rehearsed, let the Monologue
out. Not four minutes in, his words teeter out as That Woman
nods, with vigor and a smile. His mouth hangs open – You can
have them – she says with a smile.
Across slides Folder, followed by pen. Clicking, she
says – So where do I sign?
As profanities threaten against lips locked, the Father of
three begins pointing at spots. Page after page, she signs sans
skim.
Would you like to stay for lunch?
She clicks her pen. Relieved by the end…and perhaps her
win.
Sex, Money, Power, she stands – higher, thank God for no
kids.
Let me know when my first check should come,
okay?
–––
Far away in a snow covered place, came a call never to be
erased.
Girls – it’s your mother – there’s something she must say.
One by one, she watches them pass, for as oldest, she must
go last.
Hello? Mommy? Are you there?
Yes, said a voice, shattering silence like glass.
I’ll always be your mommy – just not like in the past.
(To be continued…)
yawn

Opinions
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My first year at Colby: HOT TAKE: Stay
a success story so far away from boneless wings
By Yusuke Fukuda
Contributing Writer

The Princeton Review
ranks Colby College ninth in
terms of “Happiest Students,”
so I entered college with already high expectations.
Three months into the school
year, it is safe to say that I am
as happy as I could be here.
The minute you enter
Colby, everyone tries to do
whatever they can to make
you feel at home. You have
no time to miss your parents or friends from back
home because orientation
keeps you busy. I found the
entire first week was a great
way of meeting my classmates and getting accustomed to life here.
Colby fosters an inclusive
and collaborative environment, and their commitment
to that can be felt in all facets
of student life. The professors
are always available to help,
and I’ve often found myself
taking advantage of office
hours several times a week.
The students are also eager to
collaborate with one another,
and I’ve made some amazing
friends through struggles in
classes and late night cram
sessions in the Miller Library.
The work has been challenging, but unlike in high
school, where I felt like I was
doing a whole lot of busy
work at times, every assignment I do feels rewarding. I
feel a sense of accomplish-

ment turning in my Calculus
problem sets that I worked on
until three in the morning.
I came into Colby wanting
to get involved with clubs, so I
joined the Baseball Analytics
Club because of my love for
baseball. I also joined Club
Volleyball and Frisbee, two
sports I had no prior experience in before. While I’m not

“I definitely feel ready
and excited
to take on
the next four
years here.”
great at either sport, it’s been a
lot of fun to play. I got a job as
a sports information assistant,
which allows me to cover
sporting events, and I’m very
happy that I’m able to get paid
for being involved in something I’m passionate about.
Everyone at Colby is
extremely friendly, and although I have yet to meet
most people on campus, it’s
hard for me to go five minutes without running into
someone I know. There
are obvious advantages to
living on a small campus.
After speaking with some
of my friends from back
home who attend large
state universities, they have

told me that for them, it’s
hard to get to know people well, and even if you
met someone you really
enjoyed talking to, there’s a
good chance you won’t see
them again.
As Colby continues to
revitalize its campus, there
are a lot of things for us first
years to look forward to. The
new Athletic Center that
is arriving our junior year
looks magnificent, and I will
definitely be taking advantage of it. I recently had the
chance to see the downtown
apartments, and I found
myself looking around in
awe at how nice they are.
I wondered if I’d ever have
the chance to live in a condo that nice. I’d definitely
consider living there in a few
years, especially if I want to
learn more about urban development and economics
through studying how Waterville is being built up now.
The transition to college has
not been all smooth sailing,
and I still have a lot to learn.
I still find myself missing
my parents and friends from
home at times, but I am happy
to be here and cannot see myself anywhere else. I’m very excited to try new things. For example, I’m looking forward to
taking African Music for Jan
Plan. I’m also starting to get a
clearer idea of what I want to
pursue, and I definitely feel
ready and excited to take on
the next four years here.

By Tyler Mulberry
Contributing Writer

If you go to Buffalo
Wild Wings and order
the boneless wings, you
should know that you
might as well be ordering off the kid’s menu.
Before continuing, I will
say that I am a staunch
boneless wings supporter.
Some say this makes me
immature. Some say this
makes me logical. I would
say it makes me both.
Ever yone knows chicken fingers, and most
kids love them. In fact,
according to studies,
chicken fingers are far
and away the most popular kid’s menu item–
they are over twice as
popular as hamburgers,
and almost five times as
popular as mac & cheese.
The New York Post recently published a study
that found that the average American adult eats
290 chicken wings per
year, while the majority
(54%) prefers bone-in
over boneless (though,
I am sure most people would eat boneless
wings if they were the
only option). This begs
the question: why would
people rather work hard-

er for less chicken?
On paper, traditional
wings are messier, contain less meat, and are
overall simply harder to
eat. Nonetheless, Americans seem to love the
camaraderie that comes
with traditional wings.
However, to throw some

“You [boneless
wing eaters]
may think you
are growing up
because you
ordered a tall
Blue Moon with
your wings, but
you may as well
have ordered off
the kids menu
and gotten a
shirley temple.”
econometric jargon into
play, I feel that there is a
major bias in this study:
the data was obtained
from Moore’s Marinade &
Sauces, whose following
might not be consistent

with the rest of America
(think baby boomers vs.
millennials).
I think that forward-thinking America
realizes the advantages
of boneless wings, a.k.a.
chicken fingers, and are
straying away from the
gritty “get your hands
dirty” attitude of our
ancestors. If you are a
traditional wing purist,
I would love to know
why you are making
your life difficult. Also,
two-piece wings are way
better than drumsticks.
However, Team Boneless needs to realize that
boneless wings are glorified chicken fingers.
You may think you’re
growing up because you
ordered a tall Blue Moon
with your wings, but you
may as well have ordered
off the kid’s menu and
gotten a Shirley Temple.
If you, like myself, are
a boneless wing truther,
but are in denial that you
too are not yet grownup, you need to face the
facts. You are a kid, just
like the rest of under-14
America who gets dino
chicken nuggets for dinner. It’s time to be an
adult and leave bone-in
your chicken.

Want to write for the
Echo?
Email Co-Editor in Chief
Caitlin Rogers at
ckrogers@colby.edu

Courtsey of Jean Yuh ’20
Fukuda ’22 and two supportive teammates at club volleyball practice in a drill called “Dog House”.

Students on the Street

What has been your favorite class at Colby?

“History of rock and roll”
-Matt Mitchel ’19		

“Computer science 375”
-Adi shastry ’21		

“2020 baby” *she was confused*
-Annika Martell ’20		

“Computer science 151”		
-Kate Burkett ’19		

“Chinese”
-Quinn Burke ’22

Sports
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Devastator of
the Week

Courtesy of Colby Athletics

Dan Carlson ’19

Colby Echo (Echo):
How did it feel to
win the NESCAC
Championship?

Sport:
Soccer
Hometown:
Littleton, MA
Why:
Carlson started all
three games in net
during the men’s soccer team’s NESCAC
Championship run.
He played every minute of regulation and
overtime. Carlson also
saved 25 of 26 shots,
recording two shutouts.

Dan
Carlson
(DC): It’s hard to
describe the feeling in words but
it is definitely one
that I won’t forget.
Maybe the best
way to verbalize
it is a sensation
of validation: as
a team, we have
logged countless
hours
working
and preparing to
get to this moment. The lads
are hitting stride
at the right time,
having persevered
through the ups
and downs of the
season, and making this historic
run in my last
year playing competitive soccer is
something truly
special. Sharing
that moment with
my favorite peo-

ple was surreal– I
look forward to
the opportunity
to compete for a
national title.
Echo: You saved
25 of 26 shots in
your three postseason
games.
Can you walk us
through what led
to this postseason success?
DC: I like to view
the game as a series of opportunities. Looking
at each task individually allows
me to focus on
what’s important
in the moment
to best help my
team succeed.
Echo: Was there
one save in particular that you’ll
remember for a
long time?
DC: These games
have gone by so
quickly it’s hard

to look back and
pick out any particular save as
the most memorable. I would say
that one save late
in the first half
against Amherst
was one of the
more important
saves to make
to keep the boys
ahead going into
the half.
Echo: Your team
became the first
eighth seed to win
the NESCAC title.
What changed between the regular
season and postseason that led to
your team’s playoff run?
DC: We have been
playing the same
way all season,
so, to be honest, I don’t feel as
though anything
has changed. The
positive
results
that our team has
deservedly earned
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come from each
player
focusing
on his individual
job and playing
to the best of his
ability for each
lad beside him.
There will be no
surprises
going
forward–we will
continue to focus
on what is in our
control, outwork
any
opponent
we face, and enjoy every second
while we do it.
Echo: What’s your
favorite part of being on the soccer
team over your four
years here?
DC: I feel extremely
grateful to have connected and grown relationships with lifelong friends on this
team. Before I became a [Colby Men’s
Soccer] lad, I had no
idea that I would become a part of what I
can only describe as a
family of brothers.

Echo: How do you
hope to carry this
success into the
NCAA tournament?
DC: We are going to enjoy every moment with
each other and
compete
every
day so that we
can earn another
week together as
a team. We all
have the confidence and expectation that we are
going to bring a
national championship home to
Waterville from
North Carolina.
Echo: Anything else
you want to say?
DC: I am extremely
proud
of what the lads
have
accomplished this season and excited
to continue postponing
retirement one week at
a time.

Damon’s Discount Beverages
WE NOW TAKE CREDIT AND
DEBIT CARDS!
Open Sun.-Wed. until 9 p.m.,
Thurs. until 10 p.m.,
Fri. & Sat. until Midnight

207-873-6228

7 1 9
4 7
3 9
2 9 5
6
4
2 7
9
3
5
https://sudoku.game/: Medium.

Intrested in writing for The Echo?
Contact Co-Editor in Chief Caitlin
Rogers at ckrogers@colby.edu!

Damon’s Discount Beverages
52 Front Street
Waterville, ME

Damon’s Specials
Juul Pods
$14.89 + Tax
Natural Ice and natural Light
(18 pack)
$11.59 + Tax
Bud Light Orange (12 pack)
$8.99 + Tax
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Men’s Soccer advances to NCAA tournament
By Aidan Larned
Staff Writer

This weekend brought a
huge accomplishment for
Colby soccer. The weekend
started out with a game
on Saturday afternoon at
20th-ranked
Amherst’s
pitch. The Mules were
seeded eighth heading into
the tournament, and had
already made Colby soccer history by making the
Final Four after a thrilling penalty kick victory
against Tufts last weekend.
The Mules took control
quickly, with a goal from
Jeff Rosenberg ’19 in the

ninth minute. After an
even second half, the Mules
headed into the second half
holding their 1-0 lead.
The Mules came out
of the half with force
and struck quickly. First,
Rosenberg got his second
goal of the game in the 46th
minute. This was followed
10 minutes later by a goal
from Asa Berolzheimer ’20
after a free kick. The Mules
defense would prove very
effective throughout the
game, only conceding one
goal in the 59th minute.
Colby played efficiently,
with three goals in seven
shots while Amherst could

barely net one with 27 shots.
The Mules cruised to
a 3-1 victory, becoming
just the second eightseed in NESCAC history
to head to the Men’s Soccer final. The championship took place the next
day at Williams.
The NESCAC title game
was a thriller. The game
remained tied throughout, and while there were
several scoring attempts,
neither team could convert in regulation. Following two halves of overtime, the game was still
knotted up 0-0.
Williams didn’t convert

on any of their 21 shots,
and Colby didn’t convert on any of their 10.
Dan Carlson ’19 racked
up nine saves, helping
carry the Mules to overtime when the Williams
defense stymied Colby’s
scoring efforts. At the end
of regulation, however,
the Mules made the decision to substitute in Matt
Johnson ’20, which they
also did against Tufts due
to his skill in goalkeeping
in penalty kick situations.
When Colby missed their
first penalty kick, Johnson
quickly helped the Mules
bounce back by counter-

ing with a save. Colby was
fortunate in having gained
confidence in penalty kick
situations last week during the Tufts quarterfinal.
This confidence showed
immediately, as the Mules
netted their next three
penalties. Unfortunately,
Williams did the same.
The round then turned
into sudden death.
Ethan Fabricant ’22,
whose brother plays for
the Williams team, strode
up to the spot confidently in the sudden death
matchup, and in an impressive showing netted
his penalty, putting all of

the pressure on Williams’
next taker. On the next
penalty, Johnson predicted
correctly and made a save
diving left on Jules Oberg’s
shot for Williams. In a
gut-wrenching finale, the
Mules pulled off their first
ever NESCAC tournament
win, becoming the first
ever eighth-seeded team
to win the tournament.
They arrived on Sunday
night to a cheering crowd.
The Mules have now
earned themselves a bid
in the Division III tournament, and will play
Montclair State University on Nov. 11.

Courtesy of Colby College Athletics
The Colby men’s soccer team celebrates their NESCAC title. The team beat the Williams Ephs in penalty kicks this past Sunday to win the NESCAC Championship. Colby will look to continue their stellar defense in the NCAA tournament.

Decorated new coach looks to elevate squash program
By Drew Ladner
Sports Editor

Colby Squash began its season last Thursday under a new
head coach for the first time
in over 15 years. Chris Abplanalp, a six-time Liberty League
Coach of the Year, was recently
hired as Colby’s new squash
coach. He replaces Sakhi Khan,
who announced his departure
in August.
Abplanalp spent 13 years as
the head the of St. Lawrence University (SLU) squash program.
According to the SLU Athletics website, Abplanalp was the
most successful squash coach in
the history of the program. The
men’s team had won five consecutive Liberty League titles and
ranked in the top six nationally
three times at the time of his resignation. The women’s team also
won the Liberty League in 2017-

Courtesy of Colby College Athletics
Chris Abplanalp’s teams have advanced to the CSA Final Four multiple times over the past five years.

18. Abplanalp said his choice to
leave St. Lawrence for Colby was
due to Colby’s community and
positive atmosphere, but also due
to the opportunity to develop another program.
“In some ways, you spend
a lot of time in one place and
things just become same old,
same old,” Abplanalp said. “I felt,
for me, a big part of what I enjoyed so much at St. Lawrence
was the years of improvement,
of moving a team in a direction
where we started here and got
there. I think Colby is in a place
right now where there’s the ability to do that.”
Abplanalp’s experience at
SLU has made others at Colby
optimistic about the future of
Colby Squash as well.
“Coach Abplanalp is an extremely hard-working and driven coach who I believe is going
to take our program to the next
level,” said Elliot Gross ’19, captain of the men’s team.
Abplanalp is not the only
new Colby edition set to bring
his program to the next level.
Between the new athletic complex in construction and Athletic Director Jake Okkala in
only his second year, change has
been one of the few constants in
the Colby Athletic Department.
Abplanalp’s hire marks the
fourth head coaching change
since July 31. Abplanalp believes
the developing culture within
the department is a sign of future success for Colby Athletics.
“The people that are involved
[in Colby Athletics]…have just
been awesome and super supportive and everyone’s on the
same page,” he said. “We all want
to see success in our programs.
We’re all in the same boat here,

Courtesy of Colby College Athletics
Chris Abplanalp coaches Women’s Squash’s Sabrina Rabins ’20. Abplanalp’s coaching skills have earned him six Liberty League Coach of the Year awards.

trying to be successful, working with each other, trying to
be more successful as a department, not just a program. That
doesn’t just happen anywhere.”
Abplanalp hopes to bring
Colby Squash into the national
spotlight. Without the restriction
of divisions, Colby can and has
been nationally ranked. Last season, both the men’s and women’s
teams were ranked 23rd in the
country. However, Abplanalp believes the program has the poten-

tial to reach the level of success he
experienced at SLU.
“I don’t see any reason why
Colby can’t be up there in the
top upper-echelon of the sport,”
he said. “All the ingredients are
there. You just have to get it
moving in the right direction.”
There will be obstacles to
build the program to this level.
However, his biggest challenge
thus far has been the scramble
to get settled into a new college.
“The biggest problem, hon-

estly, has been the wardrobe,”
he said. “You spent a lot of years
wearing the same stuff at the
same school and then, all of a
sudden, I have to get a new set
of clothes.”
As Abplanalp looks to the
future, he also keeps his eye on
the present. He believes his first
season will be integral to establishing the culture necessary to
carry Colby onto the national
stage. The squash captains already believe in Abplanalp and

his system and hope the change
will bring success this season.
“Beyond his recruiting and
squash team management skills,
[Abplanalp] is an extremely respectful and friendly guy and
I’m excited to work with him
to build our team this season,”
Gross said.
The squash program begins
its new era on November 18,
when the teams travel down
to Harvard for a match against
Tufts University.

Weekend Recap: Women’s Rugby, Cross Country, Football
By Kevin Ahn

With the postseason in full
swing for many Colby sports
teams, Colby faced some
strong competition this past
week with mixed results.

The game against St. Anselm was the last regular season game of the year. The
women will now look towards
Nationals. They will take on
Fairfield University in Connecticut this upcoming Saturday in the first round.

Women’s Rugby advances
to playoffs in win over St.
Anselm

Cross Country finishes in
the middle of the pack at
USATF New England

One of the big successes of
the week came from Women’s
Rugby, who took on St. Anselm and crushed them 84-0.
Despite beating the team by
such a large margin, some felt
that the Mules didn’t play up to
their full potential and could
have easily put up triple digits against St. Anselm. Score
aside, the eventual outcome of
the game was clear from the
beginning. Colby had a total
of 14 tries, with Anna Braverman ’19 scoring an impressive
five tries. Sara Pipernos ’19
also had a solid showing, scoring three tries for the Mules.
Helen Sears ’20 made seven
conversions for the team to
bring the final score up to 84.

For Colby Cross Country,
both the men’s and women’s
teams faced mixed success
this past weekend. In the
women’s heat, Colby had racers finishing from 68th to 91st
place out of a total of 134 runners. Meredith Griffin ’22 was
the top racer for Colby, finishing 68th with a time of 25:18.
On the men’s side, Colby’s top two runners, Josiah Johnson ’19 and Rob
Dettmann ’20, finished
49th and 50th respectively out of 135 racers.
These finishes, alongside
the other six racers for
Colby, placed the Mules in
12th place overall for team
rankings out of 14 teams.

Sports Reporter

Football shutout by thirdplace Tufts team
Colby Football headed
down to Boston to take on
Tufts in their penultimate
game of the season. Unfortunately, Colby did not get the
offense moving very effectively and ended up losing to
the Jumbos 48-0.
Despite the score, there were
certainly some positive takeaways from this game. Throughout the entire game, there was
some strong defensive play,
with multiple players recording
over 10 tackles. Don Vivian ’19
posted a solid eight tackles along
with an interception.
Colby Football will have
their final game of the season this upcoming Saturday
against Bowdoin. The Mules
will have an opportunity to
win the CBB (Colby-BatesBowdoin) title after beating
Bates two weeks ago. Bowdoin also has the opportunity to win the CBB title
after beating Bates this past
weekend. Kickoff will be at
1:00 p.m. at home.

Courtesy of Colby College Athletics
Don Vivian ’19 has been a strong leader of the Colby football team in his senior season. He recorded eight total
tackles and an interception in the team’s loss to Tufts College. Vivian is now third on the team in total tackles with
34. He also has two pass breakups.

